POLICY BRIEF
Preventing Religiously Motivated
Radicalisation: Lessons from
Southeastern Europe
How can governments manage religious diversity to prevent religiously motivated radicalisation? This policy brief addresses that
question in relation to three countries in Southeastern Europe:
Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH), and Bulgaria. In all three
of these countries there have been indications of religious radicalisation. In some cases, policies pertaining to the governance
of religious diversity have contributed to radicalisation prevention
efforts. On other occasions, however, issues related to the
management of religion and religious diversity may have exacerbated radicalisation risks.
Articulating research findings from the EU-funded GREASE
project, this policy brief sheds light on the links between religious
diversity governance and religiously motivated radicalisation. In
addition to identifying challenges and good practices, it offers recommendations to national authorities, religious organisations and
EU institutions on how to enhance promising policy approaches
and address policy deficits. We hope the insights provided here
will prove useful in developing more successful radicalisation
prevention policy.
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Albania
Religiously motivated radicalisation
Albania has a high level of inter-faith acceptance
and tolerance. Nonetheless, religious radicalisation is not completely foreign to Albanian reality.
In the post-Communist period, the state witnessed
the introduction of alternative - in some cases
radical or extremist - interpretations of Islam. For
example, the latest available public opinion poll
shows that over one-tenth of Albanian Muslims
support the idea of Shari’a law becoming official
law. In general, religiously motivated radicalisation and violent extremism are primarily tied to
terrorist activities by Albanian citizens abroad, in
particular their recruitment as ‘foreign fighters,’
or their radicalisation as diaspora communities in
foreign countries. Between 2012 and 2015, 144
Albanians joined foreign insurgency groups in Syria
and Iraq, with this number dropping down to zero
after 2015. No cases of successful violent religious
extremism have occurred on the territory of the
country so far. According to internal assessments
by the EU delegation to Albania, the threat of violent
extremism in the country remains low compared to
regional neighbours.

Governance of religion challenges
Largely motivated by the pursuit of European integration, Albania has opted for policy measures
aiming to promote religious tolerance and respect
for religious plurality to avoid individual and group
grievances which could potentially spark religious
radicalisation. Regulatory restrictions on religious
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freedom have remained consistently low. According
to a 2018 study, 95% of Albanians have not experienced religion-based discrimination or exclusion.
Albania has also taken measures to prevent radicalisation, such as registration of places of worship,
execution of education and information activities
to promote inter-faith harmony, with engagement
of religious institutions. Since 2015 the perceived
threat of religiously-inspired radicalisation in Albania
has been alleviated also in the context of measures
to build up and strengthen the National P/CVE
(preventing and countering violent extremism) legal
framework.
However, challenges related to potentials for
religious radicalisation exist. Even though the state
has established close ties with major denominations, Muslims, Jews and Evangelicals complain
of unequal treatment by the authorities in receiving
state funding. GREASE research also reports that
religious minority groups enjoy lower level of rights
compared to what they are promised by law in areas
such as access to public funds and ownership of
houses of worship.
The percentage of Albanians concerned about
religious extremism is relatively high – 31.8%.
Recent data show that one in four Albanian
Muslims perceives law enforcement institutions
to be harsher with Albanians who practice Islam,
suggesting actual perceptions of religious discrimination. More often than not Albanians agree that
the EU is unfair with Albania in its EU-accession
aspirations because it is a Muslim-majority Balkan
country.

Another challenge concerns the expected repatriation and reintegration of Albanian foreign fighters
returning from Syria who may still be radicalised.
Even though Albanians generally accept the repatriation and reintegration of returning foreign fighters
into Albanian society, they are skeptical about the
potential of these fighters to leave radical ideology.

Bosnia and Herzegovina
Religiously motivated radicalisation
BiH has been most affected by religiously motivated
radicalisation in the Western Balkans. Over the
past decade, militant Salafis have engaged in
acts of violent religious radicalisation ranging from
physical attacks to online radicalisation efforts.
Тhere has also been a process of departure of radicalised BiH citizens for Syria and Iraq post-2012.
Around 20% of the citizens of BiH view religious
extremism as a threat. More than half of the citizens
regard returning foreign fighters as a threat to
national security. Another challenge has been the
emergence of a new generation of Islamic radicals
who put into question the very state of BiH and its
laws. Radicalisation and violent extremism in BiH
are not limited to the Islamic faith, but are also
present among Serb Christian Orthodox and Croat
Catholics. In addition, far-right radicalisation often
has a religious component. Extremist acts such as
hate crimes motivated by religious or ethnic bias
persist in the country, suggesting that religiously-inspired radicalisation is increasingly becoming contextualised by trends of ethno-nationalist radicalisation.

Governance of religion challenges
The national legal framework aims to foster inter-religious tolerance by guaranteeing freedom
of religion, establishing equality of religious communities and prohibiting religious discrimination. However, BiH faces important challenges as
regards religiously inspired violent radicalisation.
Unresolved ethno-religious tensions and hostilities at the political and social levels continually
feed environments conducive to religious radicalisation. Тhe absence of social stability and reconciliation has created preconditions for the recruitment of foreign fighters. Group grievances may
have been aggravated by the increase in the level
of government restrictions on religion from low in
previous years to moderate in 2017. Furthermore,
religious groups in BiH are not homogenous and
cannot be effectively governed in a centralised
manner, especially when inter-religious animosities
are easily ignited by nationalism. Such challenges
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have led to a detachment of some rural Muslim
populations from the official regulator of the Muslim
faith - the BiH Islamic Community. Such processes
have set the stage for the emergence, since 2010,
of para-jamaats - parallel Muslim communities with
their own institutions, houses of worship, clergy,
and communication infrastructures operating
outside the structures of the Islamic Community of
BiH and feeding Islamic radicalisation. The Islamic
Community of BiH itself has suffered a crisis of
legitimacy (in terms of structural and personnel
weaknesses) and this has affected its capacity to
protect local religious practice.
There are also issues related to the administration
of religious diversity at the entity and local levels.
The level of group grievances has remained consistently high in the post-war period, though some
decline is noted after 2010. By allocating substantial powers locally, the system of governance allows
local authorities to grant de facto privileges to the
religious community that makes up the majority
in their unit. Furthermore, entity- and local-level institutions have not systematically addressed
social hostilities related to religion. This is exemplified by the inaction of the authorities in Republika
Srpska in the context of numerous complaints of
harassment against peaceful Muslims following
certain violent incidents (e.g., one in Zvornik in
2015). In regard to some incidents, state authorities have been criticised for adopting a counter-productive, one-sided approach that focuses solely
on religious radicalisation and disproportionately
targets Muslims, especially in places where they
are a minority.

Bulgaria
Religiously motivated radicalisation
In Bulgaria, while there has been evidence of
adoption of stricter, even radical, religious ideas by
members of certain religious minority groups, nearly
no violent manifestations of religious radicalisation have occurred over the past decade. In recent
years, segments of some Muslim communities have
embraced Salafi interpretations of Islam, but this
development has not led to any violent religiously-inspired incidents. As a whole, Bulgaria’s Muslim
minority has demonstrated resilience towards
dogmatic doctrines. No acts of violent Islamist radicalisation or extremism have been committed by
Bulgarian citizens on the territory of the country.
There are a couple of cases of alleged involvement
of Bulgarian nationals as foreign fighters, but the
country remains mainly a transit zone for foreign
fighters.
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In public debates, however, instances of increased
religiosity - including along the lines of traditional Islam - have often been interpreted as signs
of Islamist radicalisation. Such misconceptions
seem to correlate with heightened public perceptions of religious radicalisation risks. According to
data collected in 2020, nearly one quarter of the
population believe that there is religious extremism
in the country. NGO/CSO stakeholders consider that
law enforcement’s excessive focus on Islamic radicalisation as a threat has left largely unaddressed
the emerging threat of far-right radicalisation.

Governance of religion challenges
Despite the near absence of manifest violent
religious radicalisation in Bulgaria, government restrictions on religion have been on the rise. Within
a decade, the level of restrictive national and
municipal policies increased from moderate in 2007
to high in 2017. Such policy actions have generally
sought to keep in check the public exercise of
religious freedoms and have been largely conditioned by EU and global terrorism and migration
debates. Measures include a state ban on religious

Figure 2: Religiously motivated radicalisation, Risk factors
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clothing covering the face and local-level prohibitions on proselytising, religious wear, and public
religious activities. Some of those restrictions have
been unsuccessful in that they have multiplied the
religious practices which they had been intended
to limit. Such government restrictions disproportionately affect Muslims and could potentially become
drivers of radicalisation.
Radicalisation and violent extremism as potential
threats to society have been discussed by policy-makers solely in Islamist terms and have been
mainly attributed to vulnerable ethnic and religious
groups, in particular Roma and Bulgarian Muslims
(Pomaks). This ‘Islamisation of radicalisation’
deepens the social marginalisation of these groups
which in turn increases their vulnerability to radical
ideas.
The state’s response to alleged threats of religious
radicalisation has been dominated by immediate
security considerations and implemented in the
context of insufficient institutional knowledge of
religious matters. A prominent example is the series
of court trials against Bulgarian Muslims and Roma
who had adopted Salafi interpretations of Islam and
were subsequently suspected of propagating anti-democratic ideas, religious hatred and incitement
to war. Findings from the GREASE project research

show that this has been perceived as injustice by the
concerned Roma individuals and their families. Independent observers warn that those consequences of the state’s response to threats of religious radicalisation contribute to radicalisation risks.
Such group grievances on the part of religious and
ethnic minorities have been exacerbated by societal
mistrust of religious minority groups, manipulation
of religion and ethnicity by political actors, social
hostilities involving religion, including hate crimes,
and inequitable allocation of government funding for
religious organisations. According to the results of a
2020 survey on the attitudes of Orthodox Christians
and nonbelievers toward religious minority groups,
25.8% distrust Muslims, 10.4% - Jews, 10% - Protestants, and 7.6% - Catholics. It is the responsibility
of state authorities mandated to manage religious
diversity to systematically address those problems
with a view to curbing their potentially radicalising
effects.

Comparative insights
In the area of religious diversity management and
policymaking for the prevention of religious radicalisation, there are several points of convergence and
divergence between Albania, BiH and Bulgaria:

Table 1: Points of comparison, Diversity governance for prevention of religious radicalisation
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towards the Western Balkans and in the pre-accession talks with the Albanian government.

Policy implications and
recommendations
An improved understanding of the links between
religious diversity governance and religiously
motivated radicalisation will have important implications for radicalisation prevention. It will assist
national institutions in harnessing the potential
of policies related to diversity management to
contribute to prevention efforts. More specifically,
it will enable them to step up good practices and
address policy deficits. The challenges encountered by Albania, BiH and Bulgaria highlighted
above require particular responses by state authorities, religious organisations and EU institutions.
The key messages emerging from the analysis are
the following.

Bosnia and Herzegovina recommendations
State institutions
●

State institutions should ensure that the national-level framework for the administration of
religion and religious diversity is implemented
at the entity and local levels and that its goals
to promote inter-religious tolerance and respect
are fulfilled.

●

State institutions should avoid excessive use of
reactive measures that involve indiscriminate
use of oppressive and/or violent means as a
response strategy, and balance such measures
with ‘soft’ preventive tactics. Prioritise: (1)
multi-stakeholder engagement, (2) cooperation
with representatives of concerned communities, and (3) involvement of religious leaders.

●

State institutions should step up dialogue and
cooperation with the Interreligious Council at
all levels on matters related to radicalisation
prevention. Engage different religious communities in supporting prevention efforts.

●

State institutions, with the support of the EU,
should initiate a much delayed discussion
about political Islam and the legacy of pan-Islamism in BiH. Talk about war legacies such as
activities of foreign fighters and implications of
these legacies for present-day BiH.

Albania recommandations
State institutions
●

●

●

State institutions should step up support to
religious organisations, particularly the Albanian
Muslim Community and local imams, to ensure
that radical religious propaganda narratives are
under control.
State institutions should address concerns of
religious minority groups regarding alleged discrimination by the state. Ensure that the level
of rights religious minorities enjoy in practice
is congruent to the status they are accorded
by law, especially in relation to special social
security benefits, access to public funds, and
ownership of houses of worship.
State institutions at local and national levels
could use strategic communication to foster an
anti-discrimination agenda. National and local
authorities should keep track of perceptions of
practicing believers concerning discrimination,
particularly, Islamophobia in the context of the
EU accession process.

EU institutions
●

EU institutions should ensure that institutional
practices and accession discourse avoid engendering perceptions of Islamophobia and discrimination against Muslim-majority countries,
such as Albania.

●

EU institutions should highlight the importance
of balanced and equitable governance of
religious diversity in the EU’s P/CVE strategy
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EU institutions
●

EU institutions should offer guidance to BiH authorities through concrete recommendations
on ensuring equal treatment and non-discrimination on religious grounds (in accordance
with the 2020 statement by the Council of the
European Union on BiH’s association process).

●

EU institutions should highlight the importance
of proper governance of religious diversity in
the EU’s P/CVE strategy towards the Western
Balkans and in the pre-accession talks with the
BiH government.

Interreligious Council of Bosnia and Herzegovina
●

Enhance good practices in relation to radicalisation prevention, such as the implementation
of resilience-building initiatives that actively
engage women and young people.

●

Support key religious communities and their
structures, such as the BiH Islamic Community,
in dealing with crises of legitimacy.

●

Act as a unifying leader/stakeholder between
ethno-religious communities on questions of
peacebuilding, reconciliation, trust-building and
constructive dialogue.

●

Create local structures which can act as local
peacemaking councils in which local mediators
play an instrumental role in the resolution of interreligious disputes.

Bulgaria recommendations
State institutions
●

State institutions should adopt a more holistic
and resilient approach to the prevention of radicalisation that incorporates long-term policies
related to diversity management and restrictions on religion. Such policies should (1) aim to
overcome the social marginalisation and stigmatisation of certain vulnerable religious and
ethnic minority groups (e.g., Roma, Bulgarian
Muslims and migrants); and (2) be underpinned
by solid institutional understanding of religious
matters.

●

State institutions should implement policy
measures aimed at increasing the capacity
of religious organisations, including the Chief
Muftiate, to build resilience against radical
religious ideas.

●

State institutions should recognise and address
far-right radicalisation and political extremism
alongside religiously inspired radicalisation.

●

The Council of Ministers’ Directorate for
Religious Affairs should facilitate and maintain
dialogue with the Muslim community leadership.
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EU institutions
●

EU institutions should highlight and insist on
the update and proper implementation by
Bulgarian authorities of the National Strategy
for Countering Radicalisation and Terrorism
(2015-2020), in cooperation with relevant
religious communities/institutions.

Religious institutions
●

The Chief Muftiate in Bulgaria should find ways
to reassert its authority among members of
the Muslim minority throughout the country.
Take more definitive official positions on key
issues related to the Islamic faith with a view to
disabling radical messages.

●

The Chief Muftiate should step up efforts to
integrate Muslims living in marginalised neighbourhoods into the larger Muslim community.
Focus on thе Muslim Roma communities
affected by the social implications of the court
trials referred to in Section II.
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About the GREASE Project
What can Europe learn from other parts of the world about governing religious diversity?
The GREASE project has been finding out. Our consortium has brought together researchers and eminent scholars from Europe, South & Southeast Asia, Asia Pacific and the MENA
region. Together we have investigated how religious diversity is governed in 24 countries.
Comparing norms, laws and practices, we have sought to ascertain what is useful (or not
useful) in preventing religious radicalisation. Our research has shed light on different societal
approaches to accommodating religious minorities and migrants. GREASE aims to deepen
our understanding of religious diversity governance, emphasizing insights for countering radicalisation.
The GREASE project is coordinated by Professor Anna Triandafyllidou and Dr. Tina
Magazzini from The European University Institute (EUI) in Italy. Other consortium members
include Professor Tariq Modood from The University of Bristol (UK); Dr. H. A. Hellyer from the
Royal United Services Institute (RUSI) (UK); Dr. Lily Yakova from The Centre for the Study of
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Jawaharlal Nehru University (India); and Professor Michele Grossman of Deakin University
(Melbourne, Australia).
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For more information on GREASE and to access resources produced as part of the project,
visit the website: http://grease.eui.eu
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